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Abstract 
Competition among automotive manufacturers has increased a lot in the recent years. One 
of the main concerns regarding the suspension design of a vehicle is its ride comfort and 
handling performance characteristics. This thesis aims to create new methodologies for 
comfort and handling evaluation as well as to make a brief study regarding the influence that 
the characteristics of a damper have over the vehicle behaviour. The thesis is divided into 
two parts. 
In its first part, this thesis proposes new virtual road scenarios, some of which allow 
evaluating simultaneously ride comfort and handling performance during a vehicle dynamics 
simulation. These roads are created as a standard CRG format which can be used by 
different software in the field of vehicle dynamics. 
In its second part, a total of five different scenarios are chosen in order to study the 
differences that two different software and two different tyre models have over the results. 
Three models are used: Adams Car with FTire, Adams Car with MF-Tyre and CarMaker with 
MF-Tyre. Also, some metrics are defined for each scenario in order to compare quantitatively 
the results between these three models. Results have shown important differences regarding 
the tyre model in the impact scenarios and minor differences regarding the software in all 
scenarios except for the primary ride, which provides good accuracy using the simplest 
model: CarMaker with MF-Tyre. This configuration also presents much shorter running 
simulation time. Basically, the best configuration to carry out the simulation would be Adams 
Car with FTire model for all scenarios except for the primary ride, in which CarMaker with 
MF-Tyre model could be used too. 
Also within the second part, a sensitivity analysis is done. The original spline of the front 
damper is converted into a bilinear spline defined by six different parameters, which are 
modified at two different levels: 40% lower and higher than baseline. Then, the five scenarios 
previously defined are used to study how a certain parameter of the damper spline affects 
each metric. Apart from confirming the expected results (a low level of damping is needed to 
improve comfort while a high level of damping is needed to improve handling or road 
holding), this methodology quantifies and helps finding the optimum compromise between 
ride comfort and handling performance of a damper. 
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Resum 
La competència entre fabricants d’automòbils s’ha vist fortament incrementada en els 
darrers anys. Una de les principals preocupacions en relació al disseny de la suspensió d'un 
vehicle és el seu confort de marxa i la seva resposta dinàmica “handling”. Aquesta tesi té 
com a objectiu crear noves metodologies per a l’avaluació del confort i de la resposta 
dinàmica “handling”, així com per fer un breu estudi sobre la influència que les 
característiques d'un amortidor tenen sobre el comportament del vehicle. La tesi es divideix 
en dues parts. 
A la primera part, la tesi proposa nous escenaris virtuals de carreteres, algunes de les quals 
permeten avaluar el confort de marxa i la resposta dinàmica “handling” de forma simultània 
en una sola simulació de dinàmica del vehicle. Aquestes carreteres es creen en un format 
estàndard anomenat CRG que pot ser utilitzat per diferents programaris en el camp de la 
dinàmica de l’automòbil. 
A la segona part, un total de cinc escenaris diferents s'utilitzen per a estudiar les diferències 
que dos programaris diferents i dos models de pneumàtic diferents tenen en els resultats. 
S’utilitzen tres models: Adams Car amb FTire, Adams Car amb MF-Tyre i CarMaker amb 
MF-Tyre. A més, a cada escenari es defineixen una sèrie de mètriques per tal de comparar 
quantitativament els resultats entre els tres models diferents. Els resultats mostren 
diferències importants pel que fa al model de pneumàtic en els escenaris d'impacte i 
diferències menors en relació amb el programari en tots els escenaris, excepte en el 
“primary ride” (moviment de la carrosseria del vehicle), el qual ofereix una bona precisió amb 
el model més simple: CarMaker amb MF-Tyre. Aquesta configuració també presenta un 
temps de simulació molt més curt. Es pot concloure que la millor configuració per dur a 
terme les simulacions seria Adams Car amb el model FTire per a tots els escenaris excepte 
pel “primary ride”, en el qual CarMaker amb el model MF-Tyre també podria ser utilitzat. 
També a la segona part, es du a terme una anàlisi de sensibilitat. La corba original de 
l'amortidor davanter es converteix en una corba bilineal definida per sis paràmetres diferents, 
els quals es modifiquen en dos nivells: 40% inferior i superior que el valor base. A 
continuació, els cinc escenaris prèviament definits s’utilitzen per tal d'estudiar com un 
determinat paràmetre de la corba de l’amortidor afecta sobre cada mètrica. A part de 
confirmar els resultats esperats (per millorar el confort es necessita un baix nivell 
d’amortiment, mentre que per millorar la resposta dinàmica “handling” o el contacte amb la 
carretera “road holding” es necessita un major nivell d'amortiment) aquesta metodologia 
serveix per a quantificar i ajudar a trobar el compromís òptim entre confort de marxa i 
resposta dinàmica d’un amortidor. 
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1. Preface 
This thesis work is part of the Master’s degree in Automotive Engineering of the Polytechnics 
University of Catalonia (UPC-ETSEIB) and has been conducted in cooperation with IDIADA 
Automotive Technology, company which supports the master’s degree. The thesis has been 
performed at the Vehicle Dynamics CAE and Chassis Development department, located at 
the IDIADA headquarters in Santa Oliva, Spain, from February to June 2017. 
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2. Introduction 
In this chapter, the relevant aspects of the present thesis are introduced. 
2.1. Background 
At the present time, and even more with the inclusion of new Asian car manufacturers, the 
competition between the automotive brands has become extremely high. From a vehicle 
dynamics point of view, a vehicle should have a good handling performance and also a high 
level of ride comfort. In addition, with the emergence of the autonomous vehicle in the near 
future, the ride comfort aspects will probably move to the foreground. 
So far, the handling performance and ride comfort have been evaluated and tuned 
separately. However, in real driving situations these two aspects can happen at the same 
time so that their effects interact with each other.  
This thesis was also related with an in-parallel project of virtual damper tuning, which main 
goal was to optimize the damper tuning process of a vehicle by using simplified mathematical 
models and initial vehicle characteristics. The tuning process, which is also carried out at the 
IDIADA proving ground, is nowadays still consuming a huge amount of time and resources 
which lead to a higher cost of the vehicle. 
2.2. Purpose 
The present thesis work is divided into two different parts. 
The first part aims to develop and create new driving scenarios, some of which allow 
evaluating the handling performance and ride comfort together. These new virtual roads can 
study two differentiated aspects of the vehicle behaviour in just one driving scenario, fact that 
reduces considerably the simulation time and resources needed. In addition, this makes the 
simulations more realistic, getting a closer approach to real driving situations. 
The second part aims to study the best methodology to carry out the simulations. A total of 
five different scenarios which allow evaluating handling performance and ride comfort 
aspects are used in order to make a comparison between different software and different tyre 
models. Depending on the aspect desired to evaluate, a certain metric and a simulation 
procedure are proposed in order to get the best compromise between accuracy in the results 
and running simulation time. 
Finally, a sensitivity analysis is carried out aimed to evaluate the effect that different damper 
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characteristics have over the metrics previously defined. 
2.2.1. Research questions 
The present thesis work aims to answer the following questions: 
• What are the differences regarding results accuracy between a multibody software 
and a parametric software? 
• What are the differences regarding simulation time between a multibody software and 
a parametric software? 
• What are the differences regarding results accuracy between a Pacejka Magic 
Formula tyre model (MF-Tyre) and a Flexible ring tyre model (FTire)? 
• What are the differences regarding simulation time between a Pacejka Magic 
Formula tyre model (MF-Tyre) and a Flexible ring tyre model (FTire)? 
• What is the best kind of software and tyre model to evaluate each aspect of vehicle 
dynamics? 
• How is the behaviour of the vehicle affected when some aspects of the damper spline 
are modified? 
2.2.2. Limitations 
The main limitations faced during the project are listed below: 
• The vehicle model used in the simulations is not perfectly correlated due to the lack 
of dynamics properties of the original bushings as well as engine mounts properties 
and engine inertias. The Adams Car model was adapted so that the correlation 
between the model and the real vehicle was as accurate as possible. 
• Impossibility to use a FTire model in the software CarMaker. This functionality is still 
under development and presents not very good accuracy in the results combined 
with an extremely long running simulation time.  
• The definition of the dampers in current simulation software is too simple and it does 
not represent the complexity of the component. The force-velocity spline does not 
take into account the effect of the hysteresis, which has an important influence, 
increasing with the frequency. 
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3. Roads 
The vehicle dynamics simulations have seen huge improvements in the recent years and 
also have done the surfaces used. A very important part of a vehicle dynamics simulation is 
the road, which represents an input and directly affects the results obtained. 
There are various models of roads available, depending on the way they are defined and in 
which software they are supported (this project is only focused on two different software: 
Adams Car and CarMaker). Mainly, the most used road formats are: 
• .XML (eXtensible Markup Language or XML 3D Spline Road): allows creating a 
road by defining: coordinates (X, Y and Z), total width, banking and left/right friction 
coefficient. XML roads are only supported by Adams Car, which includes a built-in 
road builder to create this kind of roads.  
• .RDF (Road Data File, 3D Shell): consists on a text file also created by defining the 
same parameters as an XML road. The best way to create or modify it is to directly 
edit the text file using a simple text editor. It can also be created using a specific 
software called Cosin. RDF files are only supported by Adams Car. 
• .RGR (Regular Grid Road): very similar to RDF, but it is a binary file which has to be 
created using Cosin. This software allows creating road profiles by using different 
methods, although its interface is not very user-friendly. Also, RGR files are only 
supported by Adams Car. 
• .CRG (Curved Regular Grid): one of the most complex kinds of road files available, 
which can also provide a higher level of complexity and definition. There is an open 
software called OpenCRG that operates with Matlab and allows to create, modify and 
visualize CRG roads. This road format is the only one that is supported by both 
Adams Car and CarMaker. 
• .ROAD (ASCII file): very similar to a RDF file (consist on a text file), with the 
difference that it is only supported by CarMaker, and not by Adams Car. Also, 
left/right friction is not defined in the road file but directly in Car Maker road interface. 
• .KML (Keyhole Markup Language): file obtained directly from Google Earth or 
Google Maps, containing the WGS-84 coordinates. It is only supported by CarMaker, 
which then converts the original coordinates into Cartesian coordinates.  
In the present work, the road format chosen is CRG. Nowadays this is probably the best 
format in terms of road detail and resolution, allowing resolutions of just some millimetres. 
They can be created and modified using Matlab and they are also supported by Adams Car 
and CarMaker, making the simulation process easier and allowing comparing directly 
between the results obtained. 
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CRG is a format that was initially used by Daimler AG during some years before it was 
officially released by the OpenCRG initiative. This initiative was born in 2008 and it stablished 
the CRG as an open format, with the support of the main German automotive manufacturers: 
Audi, BMW, Daimler, Mini, Porsche and Volkswagen. Its main goal was to fill the gap 
between the macroscopic description of road networks and the microscopic description of 
road surfaces.  
Now it has become the most used road format in vehicle dynamics simulations, especially for 
durability and comfort purposes. IDIADA Automotive Technology, which is well-known for its 
proving ground (Figure 1), also started to use its own proving ground in virtual simulations.  
 
Figure 1, IDIADA Spain Proving Ground 
To do so, most of the tracks were scanned and converted into CRG files, named as Virtual 
Proving Ground. The grid resolution of these virtual tracks is 50mm or 5mm, depending on 
the purpose of each track. In Figure 2, the scanned profile of the IDIADA’s comfort track can 
be observed. 
 
Figure 2, Comfort track converted into a virtual track (CRG file)  
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3.1. Outside roads: primary ride evaluation 
In this chapter, two new roads are created. They are real roads located outside IDIADA: the 
first one goes from the roundabout located at the AP-2 exit nº12 to Ortigós, and the second 
one goes from Ortigós to El Papiolet (Figure 3). These roads are already used to do some 
objective and subjective evaluations of the primary ride1 of the vehicles. 
    
Figure 3, Road from the motorway exit’s roundabout to Ortigós (left) and road from Ortigós to 
El Papiolet (right), both used for primary ride evaluation 
These roads are created from a list of points (distance and altitude) obtained with a GPS 
system during an objective test. The virtual roads created are straight line, which is a 
simplification of the real roads but still allows properly evaluating the primary ride. 
As the objective test was carried out at a speed between 60 and 80 kilometres per hour, 
firstly the data are filtered in order to get a road profile as smooth as possible. A 5 Hz low-
pass filter is used for the road altitude and a 10 low-pass filter is used for the rest of the data. 
Although the road profile (Figure 4 and Figure 5) would have been better defined driving at a 
lower speed rather than filtering the existent data, it is considered that the precision is 
enough in order to evaluate the primary ride. 
 
 
 
                                               
1 Primary ride takes into account the vehicle’s sprung mass movement (roll, pitch and bounce) from 
low frequency road inputs. 
 
 
  
A B 
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Figure 4, Profile of the road from the motorway exit’s roundabout to Ortigós (altitude vs 
distance) 
 
Figure 5, Profile of the road from Ortigós to El Papiolet (altitude vs distance) 
In Figure 6 the frequencies at which the body is moving can be appreciated. It is also 
observed that there is a peak between 1-2Hz, which corresponds to the body’s resonance 
frequency. This serves to prove that the present roads can be used for primary ride 
evaluation. 
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Figure 6, Vertical acceleration of the vehicle's body in the two primary ride evaluation roads 
3.2. Sinusoidal profiles 
In IDIADA proving ground there is a comfort track (named as Comfort A) which contains 
three different sinusoidal profiles: a symmetrical sinusoidal road, a 90º asymmetrical 
sinusoidal road and a 180º asymmetrical sinusoidal road, among others (Figure 7). 
 
Figure 7, Sinusoidal profiles, part of comfort A track located at IDIADA proving ground 
While the symmetrical profile is unique sinusoid for both the left and right side of the vehicle, 
the asymmetrical profiles do have a phase shift between the left and right side profiles 
(Figure 8). 
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Figure 8, Asymmetrical profiles, with a phase shift between them 
These tracks also present a rough surface, which is made of Belgian block pave (Figure 9), 
combining both the effect of the sinusoidal profile with the roughness of the pave. 
 
Figure 9, Asymmetrical 180º profile road already digitized from the real road 
The goal is to create new road profiles without roughness, only having the effect of the 
sinusoidal profile (symmetrical, asymmetrical 90º and asymmetrical 180º). In order to do so, 
the virtual road profile is analysed to find and stablish the same values for amplitude and 
wavelength. This is done by using the CRG tools, which allow the user to obtain the road 
profile at a certain lateral offset. As it can be seen in Figure 10, the road profile for the right 
wheel and for the left wheel is plotted (considering a wheel track of 1560 mm).  
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Figure 10, Left (blue) and right (orange) z-height road profiles of the sinusoidal roads 
The last figure can be divided between the 180º asymmetrical road (Figure 11), the 
symmetrical road (Figure 12) and the 90º asymmetrical road (Figure 13). 
 
Figure 11, Profile of the already existent 180º asymmetrical sinusoidal road 
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Figure 12, Profile of the already existent symmetrical sinusoidal road 
 
Figure 13, Profile of the already existent 90º asymmetrical sinusoidal road 
Once the previous plots are analysed and according to Figure 14, the values defined for all 
three roads are: 
• Amplitude (A) = 30 mm 
• Wavelength (WL) = 9.3 m 
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Figure 14, Parameters used to define a sinusoid: amplitude (A) and wavelength (WL) 
So, as a wave sine is defined, the height of the road would be: !	 # = % · sin(2,-# + /0)  (Eq. 1) 
Where the amplitude A (previously defined) and the initial phase /0 (defined depending on 
the symmetry and asymmetry of the left and right profiles) are the only known parameters. 
As the road will be created defining the coordinates X, Y and Z of each point, the height of 
the road cannot be time dependent, but dependent on the longitudinal position (distance): 
!	 2 = % · sin(2, · 2 · 345678 + /0) (Eq. 2) 
Where i is the number of step increment, uinc is the longitudinal length increment for each 
step and WL is the wavelength (previously defined). 
Finally, the new roads 180º asymmetrical (Figure 15), symmetrical (Figure 16) and 90º 
asymmetrical (Figure 17), are created and saved as a CRG file. 
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Figure 15, New 180º asymmetrical road 
 
Figure 16, New symmetrical road 
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Figure 17, New 90º asymmetrical road 
3.3. Bump in general road curve 
The IDIADA proving ground (Figure 18) consists on several tracks and dynamic platforms. 
There is also a road (called general road) which connects and gives access to the different 
tracks and dynamic platforms. 
 
Figure 18, IDIADA proving ground (general road represented in dark blue) 
In this general road, there is a zone of special interest: a bump within a curve. It is located at 
its north-west corner, almost at the end of the curve (Figure 19). 
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Figure 19, Bump located at the north-west corner of the general road 
In order to create this road, the CRG file of the scanned track is used. The original CRG file 
has to be cut, creating a new CRG file containing only the zone of interest, shown in Figure 
20.  
 
Figure 20, General road bump located at the north-west corner 
In the Figure 21, the disturbance created by the bump on the general road curve can be 
observed. 
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Figure 21, Roll rate evolution during the general road and the disturbance created by the bump 
3.4. Cleat in a curve 
A cleat, or an obstacle, located in a curve, can be useful for creating a disturbance on the 
vehicle behaviour during a steady state phase when cornering. The dimensions of the cleat 
are stablished according to Figure 22 and append to represent a small-medium input which 
allows to evaluate the road holding1 more than any comfort characteristics.  
 
Figure 22, Dimensions of the cleat 
In order to define the curve, it was desired to have a medium lateral acceleration when hitting 
the cleat, about 5 m/s2. At a driving speed of 50 km/h, the approximate radius of the curve 
needed would be: 
9 = :;%< = (50/3.6);	C;/D;5	C/D; = 38.58	C	 ≈ 40	C (Eq. 3) 
A curve’s radius of 40 meters was defined, obtaining a lateral acceleration of 4.82 m/s2. The 
new road created is composed by a 50 m straight line, a 90 degree left turn curve (radius of 
40 m) containing the cleat and a 25 m straight line (Figure 23). 
                                               
1 Road holding is the ability of a vehicle to be as much in contact to the ground as possible. In other 
words, to minimize the standard deviation of the vertical forces transmitted between the wheels and 
the ground. 
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Figure 23, Cleat in a curve road 
As previously said, the main goal of this new road was to evaluate the road holding, which 
can be observed by looking at the evolution of yaw rate1 during cornering (Figure 24). The 
cleat creates a disturbance in the yaw rate which is inversely proportional to the road holding, 
so the smaller the disturbance is, better the road holding is. 
 
Figure 24, Yaw rate evolution during the cleat in a curve 
                                               
1 Yaw rate or yaw velocity is the angular velocity of the vehicle’s rotation about the yaw (vertical) axis. 
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3.5. Badly maintained road curve 
The badly maintained road is also part of the comfort A track located at IDIADA proving 
ground (Figure 25). Its main goal is to recreate a real road with a deteriorated asphalt quality. 
 
Figure 25, Badly maintained road, part of comfort A track located at IDIADA proving ground 
In this case, the zone of interest is the east curve, which can be used to evaluate the road 
holding. The original CRG file of the entire badly maintained road is cut so that a new road 
containing only the curve is generated (Figure 26). 
 
Figure 26, New road containing the badly maintained road east curve 
In Figure 27, Figure 28 and Figure 29 the yaw rate, roll rate and sideslip evolution are 
represented, respectively. 
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Figure 27, Yaw rate evolution during the badly maintained road curve 
 
Figure 28, Roll rate evolution during the badly maintained road curve 
 
Figure 29, Sideslip evolution during the badly maintained road curve 
All last three figures show the constant disturbances during the curve and, in addition, the 
largest disturbance located between 110 and 120m, corresponding to the bump indicated 
with an orange circle in Figure 26. 
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3.6. Bump obstacles 
In this chapter, three different roads are created. They all are single road disturbances, which 
are of particular interest in ride comfort, and are characterised by large excitation amplitudes. 
Their excitation frequencies can vary depending on the bump’s geometry and the vehicle’s 
driving speed, although the dimensions proposed in this work aim to create excitations at 
frequencies starting below body-heave resonance and up to above wheel-hop resonance 
frequencies. The driving speed is defined at 40 km/h and the bump geometry is represented 
by a cosine function defined by its length and height. Three roads with different bump 
geometries are created: long, medium and short bumps [1]. 
3.6.1. Long bump 
The longest bump of the three is aimed to activate the body-heave resonance, which is 
about 1.2 Hz: 
-HIJK = LM2N2OP	DQRRLS3CQ	TROP#ℎ = 	 (40/3.6)	C/D10	C = 1. 1	W! (Eq. 4) 
The bump length is defined as 10m, necessary to get the desired frequency and activate the 
body-heave resonance. The height has a value of 0.125m and, although it has no effect over 
the frequency, it does have over the amplitude of the disturbance created. 
The obstacle is located in a 100m straight road, starting at a distance of 30m, as can be seen 
in Figure 30. 
 
Figure 30, New road with the long bump obstacle 
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As it can be seen in Figure 31, the body-heave presents a disturbance due to the bump, and 
its resonance frequency can be calculated as follows.  
 
Figure 31, Body-heave while driving over the long bump obstacle 
-XYZ[5\56Y = 11.85 − 1.02 D = 1.205	W! (Eq. 5) 
It is checked that the long bump obstacle activates the body-heave resonance, which is 
about 1.2Hz. 
3.6.2. Medium bump 
The medium bump of the three is aimed to activate frequencies of 5Hz approximately, 
between the body-heave and wheel-hop resonance frequencies:  
-HIJK = LM2N2OP	DQRRLS3CQ	TROP#ℎ = 	 (40/3.6)	C/D2.2	C = 5.05	W! (Eq. 6) 
In order to do so, the bump needs to have a length of 2.2m, and its height is defined as 
0.05m.  
The obstacle is also located on a 100m straight road and starts at a distance of 30m, as can 
be seen in Figure 32. 
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Figure 32, New road with the medium bump obstacle 
The disturbance created on the body-heave can be appreciated in Figure 33. 
 
Figure 33, Body-heave while driving over the medium bump obstacle 
3.6.3. Short bump 
The last of the three bumps, the short bump, is aimed to activate frequencies of about 12Hz, 
which are related to wheel-hop resonance: 
-HIJK = LM2N2OP	DQRRLS3CQ	TROP#ℎ = 	 (40/3.6)	C/D0.9	C = 12.34	W! (Eq. 7) 
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In this case, the necessary length is 0.9m and its height is defined as 0.025m. It is also 
located on a 100m straight road, starting at a distance of 30m (Figure 34). 
 
Figure 34, New road with the short bump obstacle 
Figure 35 shows the body-heave when driving over the short bump obstacle. As it can be 
seen, the values obtained are very small (less than 3mm). 
 
Figure 35, Body-heave while driving over the short bump obstacle 
3.6.4. Comparison 
A brief comparison regarding the three bump obstacles is carried out. Firstly, a comparison 
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regarding the dimensions of the bumps is made in Figure 36. 
 
Figure 36, Dimensions of the long, medium and short bump obstacles, represented in blue, red 
and green, respectively 
Also, a comparison on the body vertical displacement is made in Figure 37. 
 
Figure 37, Body-heave comparison while driving over the long, medium and short bump 
obstacles, represented in blue, red and green, respectively 
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Also, the damper velocities are compared in Figure 38 (front-left damper) and Figure 39 
(rear-left damper). 
 
Figure 38, Front-left damper velocities comparison over the long, medium and short bump 
obstacles, represented in blue, red and green, respectively 
 
Figure 39, Rear-left damper velocities comparison over the long, medium and short bump 
obstacles, represented in blue, red and green, respectively 
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4. Simulations 
This chapter explains the different simulations that are done through the present thesis.  
4.1. Software 
In the present work, two different software with different approaches are used: MSC Adams 
Car and IPG CarMaker. 
On one hand, MSC Adams (and its variant MSC Adams Car) is a very popular multibody 
dynamics simulation software used in the vehicle dynamics field and, on the other hand, IPG 
CarMaker is a parametric software that, apart from vehicle dynamics, it allows being used in 
other automotive fields such as Advanced Driving Assistant Systems (ADAS), powertrain, 
aerodynamics, etc. 
The main advantage that Adams Car has over CarMaker is that it allows representing every 
single part, joint and component of a suspension and, for chassis development purposes it 
makes it easier to define and tune each component separately. CarMaker, however, only 
allows defining the full suspension characteristics and its main components such as springs, 
dampers, buffers and anti-roll bar. The kinematics and compliance behaviour need to be 
entered manually, the software cannot calculate them by itself because the suspension 
geometry is unknown by the software. 
4.2. Tyre models 
Two different tyre models are used: 
• MF-Tyre (Pacejka Magic Formula): Model which calculates the tyre forces and 
moments with mathematical formulas and that is mainly used for handling 
simulations, because it has the ability to predict steady-state and transient behaviour. 
It is parameterized by different coefficients which directly affect the tyre behaviour.  
• FTire (Flexible Ring Tyre Model):  Full 3D high resolution non-linear tyre model with 
flexible belt used for high frequency events simulations. Apart from handling 
scenarios, it can be used in comfort, NVH and thermo-dynamical simulations, 
comprising frequencies until 120Hz. 
In CarMaker only the simplest model (MF-Tyre) is used because the most complex model 
(FTire) is only supported by a beta version of this software and still presents some 
instabilities and the performance is quite poor. However, in Adams Car, both models are 
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used and a comparison regarding the simulation time and the results obtained is made.  
4.3. Scenarios 
Table 1 shows the selected scenarios, with its respective speed and length, used in the 
present study. The selection is made in order to study five different scenarios: impact, 
primary ride, secondary ride, cleat in a curve and race track. So, conclusions can be drawn in 
these five scenarios separately. The rest of the new roads created at the previous chapter of 
this thesis would be used in future projects and deepen the current study. 
Table 1, Driving scenarios in which the simulations are carried out 
 Speed [km/h] Length [m] 
1. Impact: Short bump 40 80 
2. Primary ride: Long bump 40 80 
3. Secondary ride1: Badly maintained road 60 150 
4. Cleat in a curve 50 100 
5. Castellolí circuit - - 
All these driving scenarios were created previously in this work except for the badly 
maintained road and the Castellolí circuit. 
For the badly maintained road, a straight segment of 150 meters is used as can be seen in 
Figure 40. 
 
Figure 40, Straight segment of the badly maintained road 
On the other hand, the Castellolí circuit had been previously created within another project 
                                               
1 Secondary ride takes into account the vehicle’s unsprung mass movement (wheel hop) from high 
frequency road inputs. 
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inside IDIADA’s vehicle dynamics department. This circuit was not created as a CRG file 
because it was only used in CarMaker. Instead, it was created as a .ROAD (ASCII) file, 
which only needs the centreline coordinates and altitude, the road banking and width. In 
Figure 41, an aerial view of the Castellolí circuit can be observed combined with the track 
already created in CarMaker. 
 
Figure 41, Aerial view of Castellolí circuit 
4.4. Simulation time 
An important part of the present project is also to determine the running time of each kind of 
simulation. It will depend on two different aspects: the software and the tyre model.  
Regarding the software used, CarMaker has a very short simulation time, just of some 
seconds. On the other hand, Adams Car does have a much longer running simulation time, 
depending on the complexity of the model and the hardware used.  
In addition, the use of different tyre models adds an extra complexity to the simulation which 
modifies the simulation time. Approximately, the use of FTire with respect to MF-Tyre 
doubles the simulation time as can be seen in Figure 42. The simulations were carried out in 
batch and using a desktop computer1, usually during the nights. 
                                               
1 PC information: AMD A10-5800B 3.80 GHz, 8.00 GB RAM, Windows 7 and Adams 2015.1. 
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Figure 42, Simulation time comparison between FTire and MF-Tyre in Adams Car 
Moreover, each simulation time can be studied with respect to its real time duration, as 
shown in Figure 43. In this case, the road surface is the major cause of the longer simulation 
time since the rougher a road is, longer its simulation time is. 
 
Figure 43, Simulation running time vs real time simulation comparison for different tyre 
models, in Adams Car 
A comparison between these results and the equivalent in CarMaker is made in Table 2. The 
software CarMaker has a very short running simulating time, which is always less than real 
time. This is a major advantage when compared to Adams. 
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Table 2, Average simulation time with respect to real time duration 
 Adams Car FTire Adams Car MF-Tyre CarMaker MF-Tyre 
Short bump 190x 100x Less than real time 
Long bump 210x 100x Less than real time 
Badly maintained road 260x 130x Less than real time 
Cleat in a curve 200x 110x Less than real time 
4.5. Results and comparison 
In order to study the scenarios previously explained and find the best methodology 
(combination of software and tyre model) to carry out the simulations, the following results 
are evaluated: 
• The velocity of the dampers: As part of a parallel study, this was of vital importance 
inside the department and, in addition, it evaluates if the wheel movement with 
respect to the vehicle’s body is acceptable. 
• Depending on the road, different metrics are evaluated, related to driver’s seat 
acceleration and displacement, wheel forces and yaw rate. 
At the following plots, the results between three different models are compared: 
• Blue line: Adams Car model with FTire model. 
• Red line: Adams Car model with MF-Tyre model. 
• Green line: CarMaker model with MF-Tyre model. 
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4.5.1. Short bump 
 
Figure 44, Damper velocities over the short bump obstacle 
The comparison between damper velocities (Figure 44) gives good results, and only a small 
difference can be appreciated at the front damper when using a FTire model instead of a 
simpler MF-Tyre model. However, the longitudinal and vertical accelerations at the driver’s 
seat (Figure 45) present major differences, especially in the longitudinal direction. These 
differences are due to both the software and the tyre model, with the tyre model having a 
bigger influence in the longitudinal accelerations and the software having greater importance 
in the vertical accelerations.  
 
Figure 45, Longitudinal and vertical accelerations on the driver's seat during the short bump 
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In Figure 46 and Figure 47, the FFT1 plots of the longitudinal and vertical accelerations at the 
driver’s seat are represented, and help to confirm the previous results. The longitudinal 
acceleration shows important differences depending on the tyre model used, especially at 
the wheel hop resonance frequency (about 12Hz). On the other hand, the vertical 
acceleration presents large differences regarding the software used, especially in 
frequencies above 10Hz approximately. 
 
Figure 46, FFT of the longitudinal acceleration on the driver’s seat over the short bump 
 
Figure 47, FFT of the vertical acceleration on the driver’s seat over the short bump 
In Figure 48 and Figure 49 the longitudinal and vertical forces applied at the front and rear 
left wheels are represented, respectively. While the longitudinal forces present great 
differences, the vertical forces have similar results, affected by both the software and the tyre 
model. 
                                               
1 Fast Fourier Transform (FFT): algorithm that converts a signal from its original domain (usually time 
domain) to a representation in the frequency domain, or vice versa. 
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A deeper analysis has been carried out regarding the forces in the longitudinal direction. 
Before the bump, the vehicle is driving at a constant speed in a straight line. As it is a front-
wheel drive car, the traction force is applied at the front wheels, having a positive value. On 
the other hand, the rear wheels have a negative force which is caused by the rolling 
resistance.  
 
Figure 48, Longitudinal and vertical forces at the front-left wheel over the short bump 
 
Figure 49, Longitudinal and vertical forces at the rear-left wheel over the short bump 
In order to analyse the longitudinal forces, additional simulations are carried out, aiming to 
understand if the longitudinal force is caused by the traction and rolling resistance forces or it 
is caused by the bump. In Figure 50 and Figure 51, forces at the wheels in three different 
configurations are represented and compared using CarMaker and MF-Tyre: standard road 
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with friction and traction at the front wheels (blue line), standard road with friction and open 
clutch (red line) and a road without friction (green line). 
This three configurations start at a velocity of 40 km/h. However, the configuration with a 
friction road and open clutch is not able to maintain the velocity, which falls to 38 km/h at the 
instant of hitting the bump. 
 
Figure 50, Comparison of longitudinal and vertical forces at the front left wheel over the short 
bump driving in a road with or without friction  
 
Figure 51, Comparison of longitudinal and vertical forces at the rear left wheel over the short 
bump driving in a road with or without friction 
In the vertical direction the results are almost identical, while that in the longitudinal direction 
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there are important differences in the front and rear wheels. The differences between the 
blue and red lines in the front wheel are caused by the virtual driver, which aims to maintain 
the vehicle speed to the target (40 km/h), applying torque to the front wheels only. 
On the other hand, the differences between the red and green lines are caused by the friction 
of the road. In both scenarios the wheels are not connected to the powertrain, the difference 
is that in the red line there is friction between the tyre and the ground and in the green line 
there is not. This effect is mainly appreciated when the wheels have passed over the bump 
and touch the ground again: if there is friction between the tyre and the road, a negative force 
is created, while if there is not any friction, the longitudinal force remains zero. 
4.5.2. Long bump 
 
Figure 52, Damper velocities over the long bump obstacle 
The driver’s seat vertical displacement (very similar to body-heave [1]) is shown in Figure 53. 
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Figure 53, Driver's seat vertical displacement over the long bump obstacle 
Both the damper velocities (Figure 52) and the driver’s vertical displacement (Figure 53) 
present very similar results regarding the use of two different software and different tyre 
models. Only slightly larger rear damper velocities can be appreciated although this is not 
considered to be a major issue. 
4.5.3. Badly maintained road 
 
Figure 54, Damper velocities over the badly maintained road (25m segment only) 
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Figure 55, Driver's seat vertical acceleration and wheel vertical force over the badly maintained 
road (25m segment only) 
Looking at the comparison between damper velocities (Figure 54), it can be observed that 
the differences are not very big. On the other hand, regarding the vertical acceleration at the 
driver’s seat (Figure 55), larger differences can be appreciated depending on the software 
used, leaving the tyre model influence to the background. Regarding the wheel vertical force, 
there are not very important differences but they cannot be neglected. In Figure 56 and 
Figure 57 the FFT of the vertical acceleration at the driver’s seat and the vertical force at the 
front-left wheel are represented. The vertical acceleration at the driver’s seat shows 
important differences regarding the software, which were not appreciated in the time series 
plot. The tyre model does not have a big influence on the vertical acceleration FFT plot. 
 
Figure 56, FFT of the vertical acceleration at the driver’s seat over the badly maintained road 
On the other hand, the vertical force at the front-left wheel presents small differences. 
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Despite the differences are very small at frequencies below 20Hz, they are quite important 
between 35Hz and 80Hz, especially regarding the tyre model. 
 
Figure 57, FFT of the vertical force at the front-left wheel over the badly maintained road 
4.5.4. Cleat in a curve 
 
Figure 58, Inner wheel dampers’ velocities over the cleat in a curve 
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Figure 59, Outer wheel dampers' velocities over the cleat in a curve 
Observing the damper velocities (Figure 58 and Figure 59) it is clearly seen that the most 
influencing factor is the tyre model. The use of a more complex flexible tyre model (FTire) 
provides greater damper velocities and a longer stabilization time. In Figure 60 and Figure 
61, the vertical forces at the wheels can be observed. The wheel force shows a clear 
behaviour depending on the tyre model. For the simplest model (MF-Tyre), a force peak 
takes place, because the tyre model only considers one contact point at the contact patch, 
leading to a higher and short duration peak of force. On the other hand, the most complex 
model (FTire) gets a smaller peak of force but with a longer duration, produced by the bigger 
size of the tyre contact patch. 
 
Figure 60, Inner wheels’ vertical force over the cleat in a curve 
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Figure 61, Outer wheels' vertical force over the cleat in a curve 
 
Figure 62, Yaw rate evolution over the cleat in a curve 
A similar tendency can be noticed by looking at the yaw rate evolution (Figure 62), which 
shows a greater importance of the tyre model rather than the software used. However, a 
small but not negligible difference between the software used can also be observed. 
4.6. Best methodology 
Regarding all the different cases, the best methodology to carry out each kind of simulation 
can be stablished from the importance of each factor in each scenario (Table 3).  
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Table 3, Importance of each factor depending on the simulation scenario 
 Software Tyre model 
Impact (short bump & cleat in a curve) Medium  High 
Primary ride (long bump) Low Low 
Secondary ride (badly maintained road) Medium  Medium  
In a previous project carried out in the department with the Adams Car and FTire model, a 
good level of correlation between the real vehicle and the simulation model was obtained. 
So, when there is a high importance between the results for a certain factor, the model with 
the highest complexity will be chosen as the best to use (Adams Car or FTire for the software 
and the tyre model, respectively). On the other hand, if there is a low importance between 
the results for a certain factor, the model with a shortest running simulation time (which also 
corresponds to the less complex one) will be used: CarMaker or MF-Tyre for the software 
and the tyre model, respectively. When there is a medium importance in the results, there is 
not a clear right choice: if the most complex models are used, the results will be more 
accurate but the simulation time will also be much longer, and vice versa. So, if possible, the 
most complex model should be used. 
Table 4, Best methodology compromise to carry out the simulations: software and tyre model 
 Software Tyre model 
Impact (short bump & cleat in a curve) Adams Car FTire 
Primary ride (long bump) CarMaker MF-Tyre 
Secondary ride (badly maintained road) Adams Car FTire 
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5. Metrics 
In the present chapter, the studied metrics are explained and calculated. Each metric is 
calculated for all three models: Adams Car with FTire, Adams Car with MF-Tyre and 
CarMaker with MF-Tyre. 
Also, before calculating the metrics, the data is filtered1 with a certain low-pass filter 
depending on the characteristics that need to be evaluated (Table 5). 
Table 5, Low-pass filter frequencies for each metrics' scenario 
 Low pass filter 
1. Comfort: Impact 80 Hz 
2. Comfort: Primary ride 5 Hz 
3. Comfort: Secondary ride 20 Hz 
4. Handling: Road holding 100 Hz 
5. Comfort + Handling: Cleat in curve 80 Hz 
6. Lap time no filter applied 
5.1. Comfort: Impact 
To evaluate the comfort in the case of an impact, a metric named as RMSmax is used. It 
consists in finding the moving RMS’ maximum value given a certain window size. _`aabcdJ\e = C`f 9ghi  (Eq. 8) 
9ghi = 1j _`aa4;k4lm  (Eq. 9) 
The Root Mean Square Instant (RMSI) value is calculated for each data point using a certain 
window size, defined as 40ms in this project. 
This metric is calculated for two different channels: the longitudinal and the vertical 
accelerations at the driver’s seat. In addition, the RMSmax value has to belong to the front 
axle, so only moving RMS values between 0-2.6 seconds are taken into account, as seen in 
Figure 63. 
                                               
1 The cut-off frequency for each low-pass filter is set according to the internal procedures used by the 
Objective Testing team from IDIADA’s Vehicle Dynamics department. 
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Figure 63, Non-filtered signal (blue), 80Hz low-pass filtered signal (brown), RMSI (green) and 
RMSmax (red dot) for the longitudinal (left) and vertical (right) acceleration at the driver’s seat 
over the short bump using the Adams Car with FTire model 
For each different model, two metrics are calculated (Table 6), as well as its variation with 
respect to the Adams Car FTire model. 
Table 6, Impact metrics comparison 
Software Tyre model RMSmax acc X RMSmax acc Z 
Adams Car FTire 0.85 (+ 0%) 2.63 (+ 0%) 
Adams Car MF-Tyre 0.43 (- 50%) 2.20 (- 16%) 
CarMaker MF-Tyre 0.90 (+ 6%) 2.03 (- 23%) 
The longitudinal acceleration maximum RMS values are quite different, also because the 
values are not located at the same position for each model. For instance, the Adams Car 
with FTire model has its RMS maximum value at 2.5 seconds while the Adams Car with MF-
Tyre model gets the RMS maximum value at 2.6 seconds approximately. 
On the other hand, the vertical acceleration maximum RMS values are more realistic and 
there is a relationship between the metrics and the time-dependent plot shown at the 
previous chapter. 
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5.2. Comfort: Primary ride 
The comfort in a primary ride scenario is evaluated by analysing the driver’s seat vertical 
displacement. Two metrics, which are directly related to the dampers, are used for this 
purpose: 
• Znod: height of the 3rd positive peak after striking the obstacle [1]. It is considered to be 
a criterion to be accomplished rather than a metric to be optimized. Its value should 
be zero or almost zero. 
• Damping: height of the 2nd with respect to the 1st positive peaks after striking the 
obstacle. 
In Figure 64, the 1st, 2nd and 3rd peaks (green, blue and red dots respectively) can be 
observed. In addition, the effect of applying a low-pass filter of 5Hz is almost unnoticeable. 
 
Figure 64, Driver's seat vertical displacement over the long bump using the Adams Car with 
FTire model 
In Table 7 it can be seen that, although the results are quite similar in both Adams Car 
models, they do have differences in the CarMaker model. 
Table 7, Primary ride metrics comparison 
Software Tyre model Znod Damping 
Adams Car FTire 0.50 (+ 0%) 0.10 (+ 0%) 
Adams Car MF-Tyre 0.45 (- 8%) 0.10 (- 3%) 
CarMaker MF-Tyre 0.95 (+ 90%) 0.12 (+ 20%) 
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The differences in znod seem to be quite high but looking carefully at the results it can be seen 
that the maximum difference is only about 0.5mm. The damping also presents a small 
difference which clearly shows that the CarMaker model has a lower damping than the 
Adams Car model. These small differences may be caused by the lack of damping of certain 
components, which is present in Adams Car but not in CarMaker, such as bushings or 
flexible bodies. 
5.3. Comfort: Secondary ride 
In this scenario, the RMS value of the vertical acceleration at the driver’s seat is evaluated. 
The Root Mean Square value is calculated with the following formula: 
_`aabcd = 1j _`aa4;k4lm  (Eq. 10) 
 
Figure 65, RMS of the vertical acceleration at the driver’s seat over the badly maintained road 
using the Adams Car with FTire model 
As can be seen in the previous Figure 65, the low-pass filter does change a little bit the 
original signal, reducing the RMS value (red dashed line). The values of the metric 
depending on the model used are shown in Table 8. 
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Table 8, Secondary ride metric comparison 
Software Tyre model RMSmean acc Z 
Adams Car FTire 0.97 (+ 0%) 
Adams Car MF-Tyre 0.92 (- 5%) 
CarMaker MF-Tyre 0.87 (- 11%) 
The differences in the secondary ride are quite small but not negligible. They are caused by 
two reasons: the first is the tyre model and the second, the elastically mounted engine in the 
Adams Car model compared to the rigid fixed engine used in the CarMaker model.  
5.4. Handling: Road holding 
The road holding aims to maximize the vehicle-ground contact as much as possible. So, the 
metric chosen for this purpose is the standard deviation of the vertical forces transmitted 
between the wheels and the ground: 
nop = 1j (	q!4 − q!	);k4lm  (Eq. 11) 
Two metrics are studied: the standard deviation of the vertical force at the front-left and rear-
left wheels. 
 
Figure 66, Standard deviation (red dashed line) with respect to the mean value (blue dashed 
line) of the front-left wheel vertical force 
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In the last Figure 66, it can be observed that the filter produces small changes but not 
negligible. Table 9 shows the values obtained for each metric. 
Table 9, Road holding metrics comparison 
Software Tyre model Sigma Fz FL @WC Sigma Fz RL @WC 
Adams Car FTire 637.51 (+ 0%) 582.32 (+ 0%) 
Adams Car MF-Tyre 674.23 (+ 6%) 648.73 (+ 11%) 
CarMaker MF-Tyre 668.55 (+ 5%) 702.60 (+ 21%) 
On one hand, the simplest tyre model (MF-Tyre) produces larger values of standard 
deviation. On the other hand, the software also has an influence over the metrics, but the 
tendency is opposite in the front and in the rear wheels. That could be caused by two 
different effects: the elastically mounted engine in Adams Car and the difference of damping 
of the bodies, which is only present in Adams Car. 
5.5. Comfort + Handling: Cleat in a curve 
A cleat is an obstacle that, located in a curve, aims to create a disturbance during the steady 
state cornering. This disturbance can be clearly appreciated by looking at the yaw rate 
(Figure 67). In order to evaluate this disturbance separately for the front and the rear axles, 
two metrics are created: 
qMrO# = sZZ − st,vsZZ  (Eq. 12) 
9R`M = sK,X − sZZsZZ  (Eq. 13) 
Where sZZ is the yaw rate during steady state cornering (green dot), st,v is the trough 
created by the front axle (red dot) and sK,X is the peak created by the rear axle (blue dot). 
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Figure 67, Yaw rate disturbance created by the cleat in a curve 
In Table 10, the values for each metric are compared. 
Table 10, Cleat in a curve metrics comparison 
Software Tyre model Front Rear 
Adams Car FTire 0.26 (+ 0%) 0.26 (+ 0%) 
Adams Car MF-Tyre 0.08 (- 69%) 0.12 (- 55%) 
CarMaker MF-Tyre 0.14 (- 48%) 0.10 (- 62%) 
As previously said, the larger differences are mainly due to the tyre model, leaving the 
software influence to the background. Although the software creates a minor difference, it is 
not clearly appreciated with these metrics because the peak values are almost the same. 
5.6. Lap time 
This metric aims to time the lap time of a single lap around the Castellolí circuit. In order to 
get the best lap time, CarMaker uses a driver model called racing driver, which automatically 
adapts to the limit of the car and learns from the vehicle reactions, optimizing the lap time. 
A lap time of 142.368 seconds1 is obtained, by calculating the mean time of five different 
consecutive laps under the same conditions. 
                                               
1 Note that the aerodynamic effects are not considered in this study because no information was 
available for the car used and it was not a high importance issue in the present work.  
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6. Sensitivity analysis 
In the present chapter, a sensitivity analysis1 regarding different front damper configurations 
is carried out. This is involved within another departmental project and aims to support it in 
terms of damper characterization and optimization methodologies.  
6.1. Original damper spline 
A damper is a force element which acts depending on the velocity at which it is compressed 
or extended [2]. The Figure 68 shows the damper spline originally defined in the Adams Car 
model and which is used as a baseline in the present study. 
 
Figure 68, Front damper spline originally defined in Adams Car 
In order to parameterize the damper spline and be able to modify each characteristic 
separately, the original spline is converted to a bilinear model [1] having a total of four 
different slopes (two for compression and two for rebound) as seen in Figure 69. 
                                               
1 Sensitivity analysis: Analysis where the effect of several parameters is evaluated in terms of different 
performance items. The effect is evaluated by modifying one parameter at a time and modifying it at 
two levels (lower and higher than baseline). As a result, interactions between factors are not 
considered. 
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Figure 69, Bilinear model of a force vs velocity damper model 
This new bilinear model can be defined by 6 different parameters: 
1. w = (xy + zy)/{: Average damping coefficient which directly modifies the total 
energy dissipated by the damper. 
2. | = xy/zy: Asymmetry parameter calculated as the ratio of the gradients of the 
damper forces in compression and rebound. 
3. }x: Transition velocity of the compression range. 
4. }z: Transition velocity of the rebound range. 
5. x{: Slope of the high velocity compression range. 
6. z{: Slope of the high velocity rebound range. 
The values for these six parameters are adapted in order to find the best fitting between the 
original damper spline and the bilinear model (Table 11). The comparison between the 
original damper spline and the new bilinear spline can be seen in Figure 70. 
Table 11, Baseline parameters of the bilinear damper curve 
D [N/mm/s] 3.10  vd [mm/s] -100.00  d2 [N/mm/s] 0.61 
A [-] 0.80  vz [mm/s] 140.00  z2 [N/mm/s] 1.10 
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Figure 70, Comparison between the original spline and the new bilinear damper model 
6.2. Modifications 
The modifications introduced in this chapter are applied to each characteristic separately, 
modifying a unique parameter at a time. This allows evaluating the effect that each single 
parameter has over each certain metric defined in the last chapter. 
Only the front axle dampers will be modified, while the rear axle ones will remain with the 
original unmodified spline. The option of modifying both the front and rear axle dampers 
equally is discarded because their effect over the metrics would be mixed and its origin could 
not be determined. 
Each parameter value is increased and decreased by a 40%, resulting in a total of 12 
modifications, shown in Table 12. 
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Table 12, Value of each damper parameter according to each modification 
 
D 
[N/mm/s] 
A 
[-] 
vd 
[mm/s] 
vz 
[mm/s] 
d2 
[N/mm/s] 
z2 
[N/mm/s] 
Baseline 3.10 0.80 -100.00 140.00 0.61 1.10 
Mod1 (D+) 4.34 0.80 -100.00 140.00 0.61 1.10 
Mod2 (D-) 1.86 0.80 -100.00 140.00 0.61 1.10 
Mod3 (A+) 3.10 1.12 -100.00 140.00 0.61 1.10 
Mod4 (A-) 3.10 0.48 -100.00 140.00 0.61 1.10 
Mod5 (vd+) 3.10 0.80 -140.00 140.00 0.61 1.10 
Mod6 (vd-) 3.10 0.80 -60.00 140.00 0.61 1.10 
Mod7 (vz+) 3.10 0.80 -100.00 196.00 0.61 1.10 
Mod8 (vz-) 3.10 0.80 -100.00 84.00 0.61 1.10 
Mod9 (d2+) 3.10 0.80 -100.00 140.00 0.85 1.10 
Mod10 (d2-) 3.10 0.80 -100.00 140.00 0.37 1.10 
Mod11 (z2+) 3.10 0.80 -100.00 140.00 0.61 1.54 
Mod12 (z2-) 3.10 0.80 -100.00 140.00 0.61 0.66 
On the next figures, all damper bilinear splines are represented in order to easily appreciate 
the changes produced by each modification. 
 
Figure 71, Damper modifications regarding the D (average damping coefficient) and A 
(asymmetry) parameters 
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Figure 72, Damper modifications regarding the vd and vz parameters (transition velocities for 
compression and rebound respectively) 
 
Figure 73, Damper modifications regarding the d2 and z2 parameters (high velocity damping for 
compression and rebound respectively) 
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6.3. Results 
The results shown in the present chapter are produced according to the best simulation 
methodology depending on each scenario, as previously said in Table 4. Basically, all 
simulations are carried out in Adams Car with FTire except for the primary ride comfort, 
where CarMaker with MF-Tyre is used. 
6.3.1. Comfort: Impact 
The impact comfort results, simulated over the short bump road, show different tendencies 
depending on the direction of the acceleration studied.  
On one hand, the longitudinal acceleration (Figure 74) shows a big influence of the high 
speed damping on the compression range d2, leaving the rest of the parameters to the 
background.  
 
Figure 74, Moving RMS maximum value of longitudinal acceleration at the driver's seat 
On the other hand, the vertical acceleration (Figure 75), apart from having a larger value of 
acceleration in the baseline configuration, also presents larger variations when modifying the 
characteristics of the damper. In addition, the parameter that has the biggest influence is the 
average damping coefficient D followed by the rest except for the asymmetry A, which 
presents almost null influence. 
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Figure 75, Moving RMS maximum value of vertical acceleration at the driver's seat 
Figure 76 shows the relative difference (difference between the 40% higher than baseline 
value and the 40% lower than baseline value, divided by the baseline value). A positive bar 
means that if the parameter increases, also does the metric, and vice versa. So, in order to 
obtain a low value for the metric, the parameters with a positive bar should be decreased and 
the ones with a negative bar, increased. 
In this scenario, despite some parameters have opposite optimum tendencies, the general 
guidelines would be: decrease all values except for the asymmetry A, which has no influence 
over the results, and the high speed damping on the compression range d2, which presents 
an opposite tendency depending on the direction of the measured acceleration. 
 
Figure 76, Relative difference of each parameter on the impact comfort study 
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6.3.2. Comfort: Primary ride 
In the primary ride comfort scenario, simulated over the long bump road, the znod-criterion 
(Figure 77) and the damping metric (Figure 78) are evaluated. 
 
Figure 77, znod-criterion 
The znod-criterion is assumed to be correct for all damper models except for the case when 
the average damping coefficient D is reduced by 40%. All the models have a znod value less 
than 2mm, which corresponds to an accepted value. 
 
Figure 78, Damping 
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average damping coefficient D is modified. In Figure 79 the relative difference with respect to 
the baseline value can be seen. So, in order to obtain an optimum value for the defined 
metric, all the parameters should be increased except for the asymmetry A, which presents 
an opposite tendency and should be decreased. 
 
Figure 79, Relative difference of each parameter on the primary ride comfort study 
6.3.3. Comfort: Secondary ride 
In the secondary ride comfort scenario, simulated over the badly maintained road, the RMS 
value of the vertical acceleration at the driver’s seat (Figure 80) is evaluated. It can be easily 
seen that the parameter which provides a larger variation of the metric is the average 
damping coefficient D. 
 
Figure 80, RMS value of vertical acceleration at the driver's seat 
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The contribution of each parameter to the metric can be better appreciated in Figure 81. 
Basically, in order to optimize the metric, all parameters should be decreased (especially the 
average damping coefficient D) except for the asymmetry A, which should be increased. 
However, its importance is quite low and not very relevant. 
 
Figure 81, Relative difference of each parameter on the secondary ride comfort study 
6.3.4. Handling: Road holding 
In the road holding scenario, also simulated over the badly maintained road, the standard 
deviation of the vertical force at the front left and rear left wheel (Figure 82 and Figure 83) are 
analysed. The standard deviation of the force at the front left wheel presents evident 
changes, mainly caused by the average damping coefficient D. 
 
Figure 82, Standard deviation of the vertical force at the front left wheel 
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On the other hand, as only the front damper characteristics are changed in the sensitivity 
analysis, the metric regarding the rear left wheel has almost unnoticeably changed. 
 
Figure 83, Standard deviation of the vertical force at the rear left wheel 
The relative differences of each parameter can be observed in Figure 84. Mainly, an 
optimum value of the metric can be obtained by increasing the value of all the parameters 
except for the asymmetry A, which should be decreased. Once again, the most influencing 
parameter is the average damping coefficient D. 
 
Figure 84, Relative difference of each parameter on the road holding handling study 
6.3.5. Comfort + handling: Cleat in a curve 
In the cleat in a curve scenario, comfort and handling characteristics are analysed by two 
different metrics regarding the front and rear yaw rate disturbances (Figure 85 and Figure 86, 
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respectively). 
 
Figure 85, Front axle yaw rate disturbance metric 
The front yaw rate disturbance presents a great dependence on the high speed damping on 
the compression range d2, which should increase in order to optimize the metric. The rest of 
the parameters have also a medium influence over the metric and cannot be despised. 
 
Figure 86, Rear axle yaw rate disturbance metric 
On the other hand, the rear yaw rate disturbance mainly depends on the average damping 
coefficient D, which should decrease in order to optimize the metric. The rest of the 
parameters have a smaller influence over the metric. 
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In Figure 87, the relative difference of each parameter is shown. Basically, the optimum front 
damper configuration for the cleat in a curve scenario would be: 
• Decrease the average damping coefficient D, although it worsens the front metric. 
• Increase the asymmetry A. 
• Decrease the rebound transition velocity vz and the high speed damping on the 
rebound range z2. 
• Find a compromise in the compression transition velocity vd and in the high speed 
damping on the compression range d2. If they are increased, the front metric is 
improved and, if they are decreased, the rear metric sees an improvement. 
 
Figure 87, Relative difference of each parameter on the cleat in a curve scenario 
6.3.6. Lap time 
The time per lap around the Castellolí circuit has only been evaluated in one model 
configuration: CarMaker and MF-Tyre. The results shown in Figure 88 are quite clear: only 
very small differences are appreciated, all of them under one hundredth of a second. 
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Figure 88, Lap time 
6.3.7. Summary 
When looking at the results for each metric separately, the conclusions are quite simple 
because each parameter needs to be increased or decreased in order to optimize a single 
metric. However, if the case of study is not just one single metric but a certain scenario 
where two metrics are analysed, the conclusions can present some contradictions. 
Finally, when analysing all scenarios together and trying to find the optimum characteristics 
for the front damper, the conclusions are even harder to extract. In Table 13, the relative 
differences already presented separately for each scenario are shown. 
Table 13, Relative difference of each metric with respect to its baseline value 
 
In order to simplify the best tendencies depending on the value of each parameter, Table 14 
shows how a certain characteristic should be modified in order to optimize each metric. In the 
case of relative differences under 2%, no interaction between the parameter and the metric is 
considered. 
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Table 14, Necessary parameter tendencies to optimize each metric 
 
The red cells mean that a certain parameter needs to be decreased in order to find an 
optimum for the corresponding metric and, on the other hand, the blue cells mean that the 
parameter should be increased in order to find an optimum value for the metric. 
The information that can be extracted from this chart is: 
• The parameter that has the biggest influence over all the metrics is the average 
damping coefficient D. 
• The asymmetry A has almost no influence in any metric except for the primary ride 
damping where all relative differences are quite high. 
• For one single metric, all parameters that have no null effect, present the same 
tendency (except for the asymmetry A in the primary ride scenario, which has an 
opposite tendency than the rest of parameters). 
• Two different groups could be made depending if they demand a higher or a lower 
damping to optimize the metric. The scenarios that need a higher damping are the 
primary ride damping and the road holding. On the other hand, the scenarios that 
obtain better results with a lower damping are the impact, the secondary ride and the 
cleat in a curve (also considered as an impact). 
• Special mention needs to be made at the high speed damping on the compression 
range d2 regarding vertical acceleration at the driver’s seat of an impact and the front 
yaw rate disturbance during the cleat in a curve. In both cases this is the only 
parameter affecting the metric and it needs to be increased to optimize it. 
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7. Planning and timeline 
The present chapter shows how this thesis work has been carried out, according to the plan 
initially proposed. Performed from February to June 2017, the work can be divided in 
different actions, as can be seen in Gantt chart of Figure 89. 
 
Figure 89, Gantt chart of tasks carried out during the present thesis 
Apart from the writing of the thesis, the tasks which took longer to be completed are the 
roads creation using Matlab, the preparation and generation of the Adams Car and 
CarMaker models, followed by the running of the simulations, which was mainly done during 
the nights in a high performance server.  
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8. Budget 
This chapter explains the budget needed in order to carry out the present project. As it is a 
research project in which anything has been built or designed, it only contains the budget 
corresponding to research expenses, such as engineer working time as well as the 
supervisor. It also includes the material needed in order to carry out the project: hardware 
and software. 
Detailed budget of this project is shown in Table 15. 
Table 15, Budget of the research project 
  Qty Unit Ut. Price Total price 
Working hours:         
  Supervisor (manager) 30 hours 60,00 € 1.800,00 € 
  Engineer 500 hours 35,00 € 17.500,00 € 
Hardware:         
  Desktop computer 500 hours 0,30 € 150,00 € 
  Server 50 hours 1,20 € 60,00 € 
Software licenses:         
  Adams 25 days 37,00 € 925,00 € 
  CarMaker 35 days 26,00 € 910,00 € 
  Matlab 50 days 23,00 € 1.150,00 € 
      
TOTAL BUDGET:       22.495,00 € 
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9. Environmental impact 
The automotive industry has always had an important impact against the environment. Apart 
from the materials needed in order to build a vehicle, vehicles also need energy to move 
from one point to another. So far, the main energy source used in the automotive and 
mobility industries is the petrol. Despite it seems to be near extinction since some years ago 
and the emergence of the electric vehicle, it still remains as the most used energy source in 
vehicles. The main inconvenient regarding the use of petrol is the air pollution generated by 
the vehicles, whether they use a diesel or a petrol engine. In addition, they also produce 
acoustic contamination due to the noise produced by the petrol or diesel engine. 
With regard to this thesis, it aims to find new methods and techniques for virtual development 
of the vehicles, leading to a lower cost of the whole vehicle development process. So, if a 
bigger part of vehicle development is done through simulation instead of physical testing at 
the proving ground, it will contribute to decrease air pollution as well as acoustic 
contamination. Moreover, virtual testing will allow reducing the number of prototype vehicles 
built during the development process so that less waste will be generated. 
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Conclusions 
Briefly, the objectives of the present thesis were divided into two parts: the first part would 
consist on creating new virtual scenarios and the second part would consist on finding the 
best methodology to carry out the simulations and make a shallow analysis comparing the 
results obtained in different simulations. 
The proposed new virtual roads were created in the CRG format. This enables new driving 
scenarios, some of which can be used to simultaneously evaluate comfort and handling 
performance by using different software. 
The best methodology to carry out the simulations depends on each scenario. The best is to 
use Adams Car and FTire for all scenarios except for the primary ride, where CarMaker and 
MF-Tyre can also be used without significant changes in the results and getting a much 
lower running simulation time. It is observed that, approximately, the simulation time is 100 
times longer in Adams Car compared to the real time software CarMaker, both with a MF-
Tyre model. If an Adams Car with FTire model is used, its simulation time is about 200 times 
longer than in CarMaker and MF-Tyre model. Where the most complex tyre model (FTire) 
has shown bigger differences is in the impact scenarios (short bump and cleat in a curve). 
The metrics calculated for each scenario helped to establish the best methodology to carry 
out the simulations and, in addition, they were used in the sensitivity analysis. 
The sensitivity analysis was carried out converting the original damper spline into a bilinear 
model. Conclusions show a differentiated tendency for comfort and for handling or road 
holding purposes, reaffirming that for comfort purposes a low damping is preferred while for 
handling and road holding aspects, a higher damping is preferred. The defined metrics can 
be used to get a damper configuration which has compromise between handling 
performance and ride comfort. The lap time has not seen big differences in the sensitivity 
analysis, with differences under one hundredth of a second. 
The most interesting aspects that have not been covered in the present thesis and should be 
analysed in the future are: 
• Influence of using an elastically mounted engine in CarMaker, mainly in the 
secondary ride and impact scenarios. 
• Influence of using FTire model in CarMaker and study if the increase in running 
simulation time is acceptable compared to Adams Car with FTire model. 
• In-depth study regarding the optimum values for dampers specifications to replace 
the present tendencies conclusions. 
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Appendix A: CarMaker model generation and 
verification 
This chapter aims to create the parametric model of a vehicle using CarMaker from an 
already existent model in Adams Car. CarMaker is a parametric simulation software used in 
vehicle dynamics simulation while Adams, and its variant Adams Car, is a Multibody 
Dynamics (MBD) software which is widely used among the engineering industry. 
 
Figure 90, Adams Car model already generated 
The main difference between these two software is that while Adams Car is a multibody 
software that considers all the bodies (with its respective masses, inertias, elastic behaviour, 
damping, frequency modes, etc.), joints, bushings, etc., CarMaker only uses a simplification 
of all of this.  
So, when the parametric model is generated, it will be compared to the original Adams Car 
model in order to see if there are any important differences regarding the simulation results. 
1. Masses and dimensions 
The first step when creating a CarMaker model is to define the masses and its respective 
position (centre of gravity) for each part. In Adams Car, an unlimited number of bodies can 
be defined but in CarMaker only the following bodies can be defined [3]: 
• Vehicle body: corresponding to the vehicle sprung mass. 
• Trim loads: also correspond to the vehicle sprung mass. They can be defined within 
the vehicle body or separately (useful for modifying them quickly). Usually, occupants 
are defined here.  
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• Wheels: divided in FL, FR, RL and RR. Corresponds to the rotating unsprung mass 
which includes the rim, tyre, brake disk and half of the driveshaft1.  
• Wheel carriers: also divided in FL, FR, RL and RR. Corresponds to the non-rotating 
unsprung mass which includes the hub, spindle, knuckle, brake caliper and half of the 
lower control arm and trailing arm (only rear suspension). 
In Figure 91 it can be seen how the mass and position of each element is entered in 
CarMaker. 
  
Figure 91, Bodies definition (mass, position and inertias) inside CarMaker 
Finally, it has to be checked (see Figure 92) that the overall mass, centre of gravity position 
and inertias match with the values desired. 
 
Figure 92, Entire vehicle mass properties of the new model created in CarMaker 
CarMaker also allows using an elastically mounted engine, by defining its mass and position 
and the respective engine mounts. However, in the present work the engine is considered to 
be part of the vehicle body in order to simplify the model. 
                                               
1 The driveshaft mass is considered to be half sprung and half unsprung, approximately. 
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2. Chassis 
In this chapter, the following parameters regarding the chassis characteristics are defined: 
suspensions, steering, tyres and brake. 
2.1. Suspensions 
The present vehicle model is fitted with a McPherson suspension at the front axle and a four 
link blade suspension at the rear axle. CarMaker allows different methods in order to model 
the suspension parameters, with different levels of complexity. In the present study, the 
highest level of complexity is used, as it will be explained below. 
2.1.1. Spring 
In order to define the springs of the CarMaker model, some considerations are taken into 
account. As any other spring, the equation that defines it can be expressed as: q f = q0 + ~Z · ∆f (Eq. 14) 
Where F0 is the preload at design condition1 and Ks and ∆f are the spring stiffness and the 
compression with respect to the design condition, respectively. 
Firstly, the spring stiffness will be defined. Although the stiffness of a single spring (as 
defined in Adams Car) is 22072.5 N/m and 22563 N/m for the front and rear axle 
respectively, these are not the values that have to be entered in CarMaker. That is because 
in Adams Car there are more elastic elements which add an extra stiffness, and this needs to 
be considered here too. In addition, there is a motion ratio between the spring displacement 
and the wheel vertical displacement that also need to be taken into account. So, the spring 
stiffness necessary to input in CarMaker will be equal to the wheel rate obtained in a parallel 
travel test performed in Adams Car (Figure 93): 23600 N/m and 18700 N/m for the front and 
rear axle respectively. 
                                               
1 Design condition: Load condition used to define all the suspension geometry which usually 
corresponds to the Kerb condition plus driver and passenger. 
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Figure 93, Wheel vertical rate obtained from tests performed in Adams Car 
Once the stiffness of the spring is defined, the next step is to define its preload F0, which can 
be calculated as: 
q0 = qp,ÄÅ,ÇYZ4É5 − CI5ZKXI5É,\eÑY · 9.812  (Eq. 15) 
Where the qp,ÄÅ,ÇYZ4É5 is the vertical force at the centre of each wheel in design condition 
and the CI5ZKXI5É,\eÑY is the unsprung mass of the respective axle. Then, each axle spring 
can be defined with an equation and represented as follows in Figure 94: qvX[5t	ZKX45É	 f = 3869 + 23600 · f (Eq. 16) qXY\X	ZKX45É	 f = 1915 + 18700 · f (Eq. 17) 
 
Figure 94, Spring curves for the front and rear axles 
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2.1.2. Damper 
A damper is a force element which reacts depending on the velocity at which it is 
compressed or extended. Generally, a damper can be defined using a force versus velocity 
spline, as shown in Figure 95. 
 
Figure 95, Damper curves for the front and rear axles 
The damper configuration is very important in order to obtain the desired handling or comfort 
behaviour of the vehicle, so this is a component that needs to be taken into account.  
2.1.3. Buffer 
A buffer, also known as jounce bumper (Figure 96), is a force element used to limit the wheel 
travel for both compression (push) and rebound (pull). The buffer clearance (named under tz0 
in CarMaker) and its force vs compression curve need to be defined (Figure 97) according to 
the parameters used by CarMaker [3], explained in Figure 98. 
 
Figure 96, Jounce bumper (push) 
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Figure 97, Buffers force vs compression curves 
 
Figure 98, Buffers definition parameters according to CarMaker 
2.1.4. Stabilizer 
A stabilizer, also known as anti-roll bar, is an element that introduces a force when there is a 
difference in wheel compression between the left and the right wheel of a certain axle. Its 
main goal is to minimize this difference, leading to a lower roll of the vehicle. 
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In CarMaker, the stabilizer can be defined in two different ways:  
• As a torsional element (Nm/rad): stablishes the extra roll stiffness that is provided by 
the anti-roll bar with respect to the roll angle of the vehicle. In the present work this 
method has not shown a good correlation with the Adams Car model and, for this 
reason, it is discarded. 
• As a virtual spring (N/mm): stablishes the additional force applied to the less 
compressed wheel depending on the compression difference between the left and 
right wheel. This method has shown better results than the torque method, so it is 
used in the present work. 
In Figure 99, the force vs displacements difference in the front axle are represented. The x-
axis shows the difference in compression between the left and right wheel and the y-axis 
shows the difference on the vertical force at these wheels. The blue line represents the test 
with anti-roll bar, and the red line, the test without any anti-roll bar. So, the difference in 
slopes in the linear zone is the extra stiffness provided by the anti-roll bar and it is the value 
that needs to be entered in CarMaker. 
 
Figure 99, Force vs displacement differences (front axle) obtained in a roll test from Adams Car 
The stabilizer stiffness obtained for each axle is summarized in Table 16. 
Table 16, Stiffness provided by the anti-roll bar for the front and rear axles 
 front rear 
w/ ARB stiffness [N/mm] 68.71 45.08 
w/o ARB stiffness [N/mm] 23.80 18.62 
ARB stiffness [N/mm] 44.90 26.46 
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However, the values to be entered in CarMaker need to be half of the total stabilizer stiffness: 
22450.95 N/m and 13228.41 N/m for the front and rear axle, respectively. 
2.1.5. Kinematics and compliance 
When it comes to kinematics and compliance, CarMaker ignores the geometry of the 
suspension and it just needs to know the initial wheel positions and how they change 
(through kinematics and compliance test data). There are different options to define the 
kinematics and compliance of a suspension in CarMaker [3]: 
• Linear models: very simple models which can be 1 DOF (only for rear axle), 2 DOF 
(for both front and rear axles) or 3 DOF (only for front axle). 
• External SKC file: non-linear model which consists on a text file containing the wheel 
displacements and rotations as well as the displacements of the spring, damper, 
buffer and stabilizer, with respect to the wheel travel and steering rack displacement. 
One single SKC file contains the data of all kinematics and compliance tests. 
• External MBS file: non-linear model where kinematics are modelled by a multi-body 
system of a certain suspension type. It can be used for front and rear axles and, by 
difference to the other K&C models, this can be parameterized without having any 
previous simulation or measurement of the suspension kinematics. This method is 
quite new and has not been used inside IDIADA vehicle dynamics department yet. 
In the present work, an external SKC file is used. In order to create it, different K&C tests are 
simulated in Adams Car: vertical tests (with different steering wheel angles for the front axle) 
and compliance tests (driving, braking, lateral and aligning torque). Then, the necessary data 
is extracted and converted to the standard SKC format (Figure 100). 
 
Figure 100, Part of a SKC file containing the kinematics and compliance information 
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Taking into account some of the considerations from this chapter, one modification needs to 
be made in the dampers and buffers previously defined. In the SKC file, the spring, damper 
and stabilizer compressions are defined as the same as the wheel vertical travel1. However, 
this is only correct for the spring because its stiffness was defined as the wheel rate (already 
vertical direction). The damper and the buffer were defined like if they were vertically 
positioned, but they are not (Figure 101) [3]. 
 
Figure 101, Damper position is not completely vertical 
In order to solve this, an amplification factor is applied to the dampers and buffers, which 
aims to represent the motion ratio between the wheel displacement and the component 
displacement. NRM#2a`T	-rMaR = arCQrORO#	-rMaR · -rMaR\JK (Eq. 18) 
Where the force amplification is the motion ratio squared, which has a value of 0.95 (0.9025 
when squared). 
2.2. Steering 
Regarding the steering characteristics, only one parameter needs to be defined: the steering 
gear ratio. This is the pinion angle rotation with respect to the rack displacement, in rad/m. In 
order to find this value, a steering test was performed in Adams, and a value of 84.5 rad/m 
was obtained. 
                                               
1 In a previous project performed in IDIADA, it was checked that defining different and real 
displacements in the SKC file for the spring, damper and stabilizer produced incongruous results. 
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2.3. Brake 
The brake system modelled in CarMaker for the present work is very simple. All parameters 
are set to default, except for the pressure-to-brake torques (Nm/bar), which helped to obtain 
the desired brake distribution: 72% front and 28% rear. The front pressure is set to 12.85 
Nm/bar while that the rear pressure is set to 5.00 Nm/bar. So, the brake distribution obtained 
is: 
SM`ÜRvX[5t = 12.8512.85 + 5.00 ≅ 72% (Eq. 19) 
SM`ÜRXY\X = 5.0012.85 + 5.00 ≅ 28% (Eq. 20) 
Having defined the braking system this way ensures that the braking distribution will always 
be 72% front and 28% rear. Although the force applied on the pedal may not be correct 
according to the real vehicle, it is not an important issue in the present study. 
3. Powertrain 
Although the powertrain is not very relevant in the present work, a few parameters are 
changed according to the Adams Car model. The gear ratios, differential ratio and engine 
torque curves (Figure 102) are properly adjusted. 
 
Figure 102, Drag power and full load power defined under powertrain 
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4. Model verification 
The new model generated in CarMaker is validated at both K&C and full vehicle level. The 
plots of the following pages show the correlation between the original Adams Car model 
(blue line) and the new CarMaker model (red line). 
4.1. K&C verification 
In this chapter, the kinematics and compliance are validated. For the kinematics, a parallel 
test is performed, while that for the compliance, different load conditions are used, applying 
the loads to the left wheel only. 
4.1.1. Front kinematics 
 
Figure 103, Front bump steer validation 
 
Figure 104, Front bump camber validation 
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Figure 105, Front bump caster validation 
 
Figure 106, Front wheel lateral displacement validation 
 
Figure 107, Front wheel longitudinal displacement validation 
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4.1.2. Front compliance 
4.1.2.1. Acceleration compliance 
As can be seen in the next figures, CarMaker only allows a positive value of acceleration 
force, which acts at the wheel centre.  
 
Figure 108, Front longitudinal compliance (acceleration) 
 
Figure 109, Front longitudinal steer compliance (acceleration) 
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Figure 110, Front longitudinal camber compliance (acceleration) 
4.1.2.2. Braking compliance 
On the other hand, in the braking compliance tests CarMaker only allows a negative value of 
force, acting at the contact patch. 
 
Figure 111, Front longitudinal compliance (braking) 
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Figure 112, Front longitudinal steer compliance (braking) 
 
Figure 113, Front longitudinal camber compliance (braking) 
 
Figure 114, Front longitudinal caster compliance (braking) 
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4.1.2.3. Lateral compliance 
 
Figure 115, Front lateral compliance 
 
Figure 116, Front lateral steer compliance 
 
Figure 117, Front lateral camber compliance 
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4.1.3. Rear kinematics 
The following kinematics at the rear axle is validated: 
 
Figure 118, Rear bump steer validation 
 
Figure 119, Rear bump camber validation 
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Figure 120, Rear bump caster validation 
 
Figure 121, Rear wheel lateral displacement validation 
 
Figure 122, Rear wheel longitudinal displacement validation 
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4.1.4. Rear compliance 
4.1.4.1. Braking compliance 
 
Figure 123, Rear longitudinal compliance (braking) 
 
Figure 124, Rear longitudinal steer compliance (braking) 
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Figure 125, Rear longitudinal camber compliance (braking) 
 
Figure 126, Rear longitudinal caster compliance (braking) 
4.1.4.2. Lateral compliance 
 
Figure 127, Rear lateral compliance 
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Figure 128, Rear lateral steer compliance 
 
Figure 129, Rear lateral camber compliance 
4.2. Full vehicle verification 
In order to validate the full vehicle model in CarMaker a static equilibrium test and a step 
steer handling manoeuvre are performed. 
4.2.1. Static equilibrium 
The first step when validating a full vehicle model is to check if the static values in equilibrium 
are correct. First of all, the vertical load for each wheel is checked (Table 17). The results 
show a maximum difference between the new CarMaker model and the already existent 
Adams Car model of 12N, so it is considered that the results are correct and accepted. 
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Table 17, Vertical loads per wheel (N) in static equilibrium 
 Adams Car CarMaker Difference 
 Left Right Left Right Left Right 
Front 4272 4133 4260 4134 -12 1 
Rear 2902 2811 2906 2817 4 6 
On the other hand, the wheel vertical position with respect to the vehicle design condition 
(Table 18) can be checked, considering the actual load condition and the K&C vertical test 
previously done. The maximum difference between the new CarMaker model and the 
already existent Adams Car model is less than 3mm, so results are considered to be correct.  
Table 18, Wheel vertical positions (mm) in static equilibrium 
 Adams Car CarMaker Difference 
 Left Right Left Right Left Right 
Front -0.135 -5.455 -2.413 -3.357 -2.278 2.098 
Rear 30.400 25.610 29.531 28.482 -0.869 2.872 
The angles of the suspension in static equilibrium can also be checked, in order to see if the 
input to CarMaker is properly made. In Table 19 it can be seen that the values’ difference 
between the Adams Car model and the CarMaker model are practically null. 
Table 19, Suspension angles (deg) in static equilibrium 
 Adams Car CarMaker Difference 
 Camber Caster Toe Camber Caster Toe Camber Caster Toe 
Front -0.450 7.050 -0.053 -0.450 7.044 -0.053 0.000 -0.006 0.000 
Rear -1.864 3.109 0.110 -1.883 3.019 0.113 -0.019 -0.090 0.003 
4.2.2. Step steer 
A full vehicle handling manoeuvre step steer is also done in order to see if the model 
correlates well. The step steer is done at a speed of 100 km/h and the final steering wheel 
angle is defined at 19º, aiming to get a lateral acceleration of 4 m/s2. 
In the following plots (Figure 130), three different models can be compared: the Adams Car 
model with FTire (blue line), the Adams Car model with MF-Tyre (red line) and the CarMaker 
model, also with MF-Tyre (green line). 
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Figure 130, Handling manoeuvre step steer validation 
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Appendix B: Complementary sensitivity analysis 
plots 
In this chapter, additional time dependent plots regarding the sensitivity analysis are shown. 
Mainly, the baseline scenario is compared to the scenarios that have the largest relative 
differences on the metrics previously explained. 
1. Comfort: Impact (short bump) 
The effect of the most influencing parameters over each metric is analysed in Figure 131. 
The influence that the high velocity compression range damping has over the driver’s seat 
longitudinal acceleration is shown. 
 
Figure 131, Longitudinal acceleration at the driver's seat over the short bump scenario 
As can be seen in the previous figure, the differences are very small and agree to the results 
obtained in the sensitivity analysis. 
In Figure 132, the driver’s seat vertical acceleration evolution is represented and compared 
to the simulations with a lower and a higher average damping coefficient D. As expected, a 
higher damping provides a higher absolute value of acceleration at the peaks, while a lower 
damping decreases the level of acceleration. 
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Figure 132, Vertical acceleration at the driver's seat over the short bump scenario 
2. Comfort: Primary ride (long bump) 
In Figure 133, the vertical displacement at the driver’s seat is compared to the modifications 
with a lower/higher average damping coefficient D and a lower/higher transition velocity of 
the rebound range vz. 
 
Figure 133, Driver's seat vertical displacement over the long bump scenario 
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Figure 134 shows in higher detail the second and third peaks, stating that the damper 
configuration with a 40% lower damping does not accomplish the znod criterion (height of the 
3rd positive peak). 
 
Figure 134, Detail of the 2nd and 3rd positive peaks of the vehicle vertical displacement over the 
long bump scenario 
Although the highest influence parameter is the average damping coefficient D, the transition 
velocity of the rebound range vz also has an important influence. If the transition velocity 
increases, the effect is equivalent to increasing the damping coefficient. 
3. Comfort: Secondary ride (badly maintained road) 
The effect that the average damping coefficient D has over the secondary ride comfort 
(vertical acceleration at the driver’s seat) is shown in Figure 135. 
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Figure 135, Driver's seat vertical acceleration during a 25m segment over the badly maintained 
road scenario 
In Figure 136 it can be appreciated that, as a general rule, the higher the damping is, higher 
the acceleration at the driver’s seat is. However, in some cases the highest acceleration 
belongs to the model with the lowest damping. 
 
Figure 136, Detail of the vertical acceleration at the driver’s seat over the badly maintained road 
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4. Handling: Road holding (badly maintained road) 
In Figure 137 the evolution of the vertical force at the wheel contact patch during the badly 
maintained road scenario is compared to the modifications of average damping coefficient D 
and transition velocity of the rebound range vz. 
 
Figure 137, Vertical force at wheel contact patch over the badly maintained road scenario 
In Figure 138 it can be seen that the configuration that creates a higher level of vertical force 
at the contact patch is the one with a lower average damping coefficient D. 
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Figure 138, Detail of the vertical force at wheel contact patch over the badly maintained road  
5. Comfort + Handling: Cleat in a curve 
The results of the cleat in a curve scenario are divided between the front and rear metrics. In 
Figure 139, the evolution of the yaw rate is compared among the baseline and the 
configurations of higher/lower slope of the high velocity compression range d2. 
 
Figure 139, Yaw rate evolution during the cleat in a curve scenario (front metric) 
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In order to appreciate the differences, Figure 140 shows the trough values that directly affect 
the front axle metric. 
 
Figure 140, Detail of the trough values affecting the front axle metric 
On the other hand, the rear axle metric has a stronger dependency on the average damping 
coefficient D and the slope of the high velocity rebound range z2, as seen in Figure 141. 
 
Figure 141, Yaw rate evolution during the cleat in a curve scenario (rear metric) 
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The peak corresponding to the rear axle metric is appreciated in more detail in Figure 142. 
 
Figure 142, Detail of the peak values affecting the rear axle metric 
. 
